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            Abstract
Adenine base editors (ABEs) catalyze specific A-to-G conversions at genomic sites of interest. However, ABEs also induce cytosine deamination at the target site. To reduce the cytosine editing activity, we engineered a commonly used adenosine deaminase, TadA7.10, and found that ABE7.10 with a D108Q mutation in TadA7.10 exhibited tenfold reduced cytosine deamination activity. The D108Q mutation also reduces cytosine deamination activity in two recently developed high-activity versions of ABE, ABE8e and ABE8s, and is compatible with V106W, a mutation that reduces off-target RNA editing. ABE7.10 containing a P48R mutation displayed increased cytosine deamination activity and a substantially reduced adenine editing rate, yielding a TC-specific base editing tool for TC-to-TT or TC-to-TG conversions that broadens the utility of base editors.
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                    Fig. 1: Rational design to reduce cytosine deamination activity of adenine base editors.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Screening for decreased ABE-induced cytosine deamination.[image: ]


Fig. 3: D108Q is a key mutation for reducing the frequency of cytosine deamination.[image: ]


Fig. 4: The P48R mutation promotes specific cytosine conversion.[image: ]


Fig. 5: ABE-P48R and ABE-P48R-UGI can be used for TC-specific base editing.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              High-throughput sequencing data have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) under accession number PRJNA661167. RNA-seq data have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus under accession GSE165164. Plasmids encoding ABE8eWQ (Addgene no. 161815), ABE-P48R (Addgene no. 161816) and ABE-P48R-UGI (Addgene no. 161817) engineered in this work are available on Addgene at https://www.addgene.org/Sangsu_Bae/. Any other additional relevant data are available from the authors upon reasonable request. Source data are provided with this paper.
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